
In this photo contest, the bigger the #fail, the bigger the win

Wildlife bloopers aren't just celebrated, they're rewarded.
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This year, Global Wildlife Conservation held the  rst annual #WildlifePhotoFail contest, where bloopers and blunders aren't just 

celebrated, they're rewarded.



"Wildlife photography can be tough. Hours, days and weeks spent in preparation go out the window when the wildlife we aim to capture has 

di�erent plans, or technology fails us at exactly the wrong moment," organizers say on the conservation's website.

"But what about all those blunders that never see the light of day?"

Which is why they launched the #WildlifePhotoFail hashtag and asked photographers to submit photos using the hashtag on Instagram.

"Photography contests abound that recognize technical and artistic brilliance, but few celebrate the process of getting there," said GWC 

Communications Director Robin Moore, a wildlife photographer represented by National Geographic Creative. "The Wildlife Photo Fail 

Awards were launched as an excuse for photographers to share their most epic blunders in the pursuit of the perfect wildlife photograph. The 

entries did not disappoint, and the winning images speak to the truth that it is often the wildlife, not the photographer, who has the last 

laugh."

The winner, at the top of the page, is a camera trap image of a pine marten by professional photographer and photo tour guide Terry 

Whittaker of Manchester, England.

Whittaker was trying to show pine martens as versatile climbers in their natural pine forest habitat, where they are rebounding in the U.K. 

after nearly becoming extinct due to hunting and habitat loss. He was aiming for a shot of its face as it climbed up the tree (which he did get 

eventually). But  rst he got a series of photos with this "winning" view. 

This camera-trap photo of a pampas cat by a team of conservationists won the People's Choice Award. The group wrote on Instagram: "We 

were attempting to capture a pampas cat to  t it a GPS collar. However, the cat completely ignored the trap, took a selfie in front of it, letting 

us know it is not going to go easy in our  box traps."



Even this ptarmigan, a master of walking on snowy landscapes, slips and falls on his rear end once in a while.

This finalist for the People's Choice Award might have you doing a double-take. No, this isn't one "stretchy" deer but rather two 
deer positioned just so behind a large tree.



This Mexican gray wolf not only nuzzled the photographer's camera, but it also peed on her tripod.

One of these golden snub-nosed monkeys didn't feel like sitting in the standard grooming formation. Either that, or it wanted a 
body part other than its back groomed...



How many times have you told your kids not to stick their tongue out in photos? This bear didn't get the message either.

Let's hope no one was standing underneath this brown dove as it relieved itself in a tree.



This squinty-eyed frog looks like he's coming in for a fist bump.
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